WANT TO BRING HIGH ENERGY + ENGAGEMENT TO
YOUR TEAM? MEET PETE HONSBERGER.
Pete is an expert in team building and growing company cultures. With facilitating
hundreds of successful team building experiences and speaking engagements,
Pete is here to help teams strengthen relationships and improve performance.
As CultureShoc’s Lead Facilitator, Pete heads up our Compete on Culture offering which transforms workplace
environments through training workshops, team building and meeting facilitation. He helps teams develop the
“Buffalo Mindset” to create winning cultures that genuinely improve employee engagement and performance.
Actively making a difference in the communities of our clients, Pete works with many non-profits to tie team
building to charitable giving. He is a Board Member of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) Ohio Chapter and
was named the 2016 MPI Ohio Supplier of the Year.
When Pete’s not traveling with clients, he’s at CultureShoc’s home base, the Traction Leadership Center, which is a
high-end hub and meeting space for business leaders. For more information on Compete on Culture programming,
CultureShoc and the Buffalo Mindset, visit www.cultureshoc.com.

“The bike build was a fantastic experience where everyone
left feeling accomplished and a more integral part of our
team; we donated them to the Children’s Rehab Hospital
and all the kids are forever grateful for their free bikes!
The buffalo is the icing on the cake, we liked the idea so
much we began a buffalo hall of fame for those in our center
who are weathering the storm. We look forward to working
with Pete and CultureShoc again, so much that we are
considering making them our official team builders!”
- Cleveland Clinic

WHY COMPETE ON CULTURE?
Here’s a stat for you. A fully engaged
employee unlocks discretionary effort
and increases his or her performance
by 40%, while customer satisfaction
and the bottom line follow suit.
Through Compete on Culture, leaders
who believe in creating and sustaining
great culture will see it come to life.

Contact Pete at 844.336.SHOC or pete@cultureshoc.com to discuss a customized Compete
on Culture program for your company. Ask about our 100% results or nothing guarantee!
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